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We present an expression for the QCD amplitude for a general hard scattering process with any
number of soft gluon emissions, to one-loop accuracy. The amplitude is written in two different
but equivalent ways: as a product of operators ordered in dipole transverse momentum and as a
product of loop-expanded currents. We hope that these results will help in the development of an
all-orders algorithm for multiple emissions that includes the full color structure and both the real
and imaginary contributions to the amplitude.
Soft gluon factorization (e.g. see [1]) is an important
property of perturbative QCD. It is an essential ingre-
dient in the construction of state-of-the-art Monte Carlo
event generators [2–4] and all-orders logarithmic resum-
mations (e.g. see [5]), and it allows control over infrared
poles in computations of cross sections at fixed order in
the strong coupling (e.g. see [6]). In this Letter, we
consider the one-loop amplitude for any number of soft
gluon emissions off a general n-parton hard process. We
work in the eikonal approximation for the coupling of the
soft gluons to the hard partons and are able to derive an
interesting identity in the limit where the gluons are or-
dered in softness. Specifically, we show that the N emis-
sion amplitude may be written in two equivalent ways:
either in terms of an ordered evolution of the hard scat-
tering amplitude (in which intermediate infrared diver-
gences cancel) or in terms of a product of loop-expanded
emission operators acting on a loop-expanded matrix el-
ement (both of which are infrared divergent). It is our
hope that Eq. (1), below, will form the basis for a fu-
ture all-orders amplitude-level parton shower algorithm.
This would be a major improvement over cross-section-
level algorithms, as implemented in the existing parton
shower event generators, not least because it would in-
clude full color evolution and Coulomb gluon exchange.
Other work towards this goal can be found in Refs. [7–10].
As we will see, our calculations also indicate how succes-
sive real emissions constrain the intermediate (and finite)
loop integrals by imposing an ordering fixed by the trans-
verse momenta of adjacent real emissions, defined with
respect to the directions of the partons involved in the
virtual exchange.
In the ordered evolution approach, the one-loop am-
plitude for a total of N soft gluon emissions, with four-
momenta qi, from a hard process with n legs, with four-
momenta pi, is [11]
|M (1)N 〉 =
N∑
m=0
p∑
i=2
i−1∑
j=1
(gsµ
)N−m J(0)(qN ) · · ·J(0)(qm+1) Iij(q˜m+1, q˜m) |M (0)m 〉 (1)
+
N∑
m=1
n+m−1∑
j=1
n+m−1∑
k=1
(gsµ
)N−m J(0)(qN ) · · ·J(0)(qm+1) In+m,j(q˜m+1, q(jk)m )djk(qm) |M (0)m−1〉 ,
where p = n if m = 0 or p = n + m − 1 if m ≥ 1. We
assume 2pi ·pj ∼ Q2 for i 6= j ≤ n and define q0 = Q and
qN+1 = 0. We have defined the m-gluon amplitude
|M (0)m 〉 = (gsµ)m J(0)(qm) · · ·J(0)(q1) |M (0)0 〉 , (2)
where |M (0)0 〉 is the hard scattering amplitude. The
transverse momentum, defined with respect to partons
i and j, is
(q(ij))2 =
2 q · pi q · pj
pi · pj , (3)
where pn+a = qa and q˜ = q
(ij) when used in the argument
of an Iij operator. The notation is such that all indices
label partons such that parton n+i indexes the soft gluon
with momentum qi. The one-loop insertion operator is
Iij(a, b) =
αs
2pi
cΓ
2
Ti ·Tj
[(
b2
4piµ2
)−(
1 + ipi δ˜ij −  ln 2pi · pj
b2
)
−
(
a2
4piµ2
)− (
1 + ipi δ˜ij −  ln 2pi · pj
a2
)]
, (4)
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2where δ˜ij = 1 if partons i and j are either both incoming
or both outgoing and δ˜ij = 0 otherwise and cΓ = 1−γE ,
where γE is the Euler-Mascheroni constant. This expres-
sion is accurate up to non-logarithmic terms of order of
0 in the real part and the order of 1 in the imaginary
part. Iij(a, b) describes the evolution of partons i and j
from transverse momentum b to transverse momentum a
and, when both are non-zero, it is finite:
Iij(a, b) =
αs
2pi
Ti ·Tj
[
−1
2
ln2
2pi · pj
b2
+
1
2
ln2
2pi · pj
a2
−ipiδ˜ij ln b
2
a2
]
, (a2, b2 > 0) . (5)
The operator dij(q) in Eq. (1),
dij(q) = Tj
(
pj · ε
pj · q −
pi · ε
pi · q
)
, (6)
adds a soft gluon with four-momentum q and polariza-
tion vector ε. The kinematic part (but not the color part)
corresponds to an emission off the dipole formed by par-
tons i and j. Summing over dipoles is, by virtue of color
conservation, equal to the soft gluon current, i.e.,∑
j
dij(q) =
∑
j
Tj
pj · ε
pj · q = J
(0)(q) (7)
for any choice of parton i. The dependence upon parton
k in the argument of the insertion operator in the second
line of Eq. (1) prevents the sum over k converting the
dipole operator djk(qm) into a soft gluon current.
Equation (1) assumes that the soft gluons couple to
the hard partons in the eikonal approximation and that
successive real emissions are ordered in softness, i.e.,
qj+1 ∼ λqj keeping the leading terms as λ → 0. In
particular, we do not make the eikonal approximation
for emissions off prior soft emissions; i.e., we use the full
triple gluon vertex for those. We have performed explicit
Feynman diagram calculations, in the Feynman gauge, to
confirm that Eq. (1) is correct in the case of one real emis-
sion and that it gives the correct imaginary part in the
case of two real emissions. The case of two real emissions
involves summing over many diagrams, and it is only af-
ter summing over diagrams that the amplitude is seen
to be a simple function of the momenta q
(ij)
a [11, 12].
The result to any number of loops seems likely to be
a straightforward extension of Eq. (1); i.e., insert the
one-loop insertion operator in all possible ways between
a chain of J(0) operators, taking care to treat specially
the case where the exchange is between the previous soft
emission and any other parton.
Equation (1) is written as a chain of operators with
the virtual loop momentum bounded by the q
(ij)
a of adja-
cent real emissions. It would be interesting to investigate
further the connection between the present work and the
dipole shower formalism [13–16], where the q
(ij)
a are used
to order emissions. As far as we can discern, the ordering
prescribed by Eq. (1) is a new result. Note, in particular,
how the second line (corresponding to a virtual exchange
between the latest real emission and some other parton)
is needed. This is because the transverse momentum that
fixes the upper limit of the virtual loop integral would be
zero if, as in the first line, it is evaluated with respect
to the direction of the partons that exchange the virtual
gluon. In this case, the relevant transverse momentum is
instead defined by the direction of the parton that emit-
ted the latest real emission. We stress that the emergence
of this dipole-kT ordering is exact in the sense that it
involves no approximations to the limits of the loop inte-
grals. The only approximations are the eikonal approx-
imation for the vertices and propagators corresponding
to gluon radiation off the original hard partons and the
assumption that successive real emissions are ordered in
their softness.
The amplitude can also be written as a product of
soft gluon emission operators acting on a dressed hard
scattering amplitude:
|MN 〉 = (gsµ)N J(qN ) · · ·J(q1) |M0〉 , (8)
where the soft gluon emission operator is now under-
stood to have a loop expansion, i.e., at one-loop accuracy
J(q) = J(0)(q) + J(1)(q) with
J(1)(qm+1) =
1
2
n+m∑
j=1
n+m∑
k=1
d
(1)
jk (qm+1) (9)
and
d
(1)
ij (qa) =
αs
2pi
cΓ
2
Tn+a ·Ti (10)
×
(
(q
(ij)
a )2 e−ipiδ˜i(n+a) e−ipiδ˜j(n+a)
4piµ2 e−ipiδ˜ij
)−
dij(qa) .
This expression for the one-loop soft emission opera-
tor is equal to that previously derived by Catani and
Grazzini [17]; see also [18, 19]. Likewise, the hard scat-
tering also has a loop expansion so that, at one loop,
|M0〉 = |M (0)0 〉+ |M (1)0 〉, where
|M (1)0 〉 =
n∑
i=2
i−1∑
j=1
Iij(0, Q) |M (0)0 〉 . (11)
In this way of organizing the perturbation series, the vir-
tual corrections involving only hard partons are factor-
ized either into |M0〉 or into the loop corrections to the
emission operator. Because of the following result:
3d
(1)
ij (qm) ≈ −J(0)(qm)Iij(0, q˜m) + Iij(0, q˜m)J(0)(qm) + Ii,n+m(0, q(ij)m )dij(qm) + Ij,n+m(0, q(ij)m )dji(qm) , (12)
the one-loop part of Eq. (8) is equal to Eq. (1). In-
triguingly, Eq. (12), which makes the link between our
amplitude-level evolution and the loop-expansion ap-
proach, would be exact in  if we replaced the factor
1 + ipi δ˜ij in Eq. (4) by cos(pi) + i sin(piδ˜ij). Figure 1
illustrates Eq. (12) graphically. Crucially, the equiva-
lence between the two approaches hinges upon using the
correct evolution variable.
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Figure 1: (a) The one loop, one emission contribution in the loop-expansion ap-
proach. The unshaded oval indicates tree-level emission whilst the shaded oval indi-
cates emission at one-loop (see Eq. (??)). (b) The key identity in demonstrating the
equivalence of the loop-expansion approach and the evolution approach. The dotted
lines indicate that the loop integral is to be cut-o↵ by the emitted gluon’s transverse
momentum, i.e. q˜m or q
(ij)
m . Note how the first term enters with a minus sign, so as
to cancel the unwanted region of the first graph in (a).
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Figure 2: First line, the one loop, one emission contribution in the loop-expansion
approach. The unshaded oval indicates tree-level emission whilst the shaded oval
indicates emission at one-loop (see Eq. (??)). Second line, the key identity in demon-
strating the equivalence of the loop-expansion approach and the evolution approach.
The dotted lines indicate that the loop integral is to be cut-o↵ by the emitted gluon’s
transverse momentum, i.e. q˜m or q
(ij)
m . Note how the first term enters with a minus
sign, so as to cancel the unwanted region of the first graph in (a).
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FIG. 1. (a) The one-loop, one-emission contributions in the
loop-expansion approach. The unshaded oval ind cates tree-
level emission, while the shaded oval indicates emission at one
loop [see Eq. (10)]. (b) The key identity in demonstrating the
equivalence of the loop-expansion approach and the evolution
approach. The dotted lines indicate that the loop integral is
to be cut off by th emitted gluon’s t ansverse momentu ,
i.e., q˜m or q
(ij)
m . N te ow the fi st term enters with a minus
sign, so as to cancel the unwanted region of the first graph in
(a).
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